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Pandarus retires to a fireplace in Criseyde’s boudoir after he carefully arranged a scene 

for the first amorous encounter of Troilus and Criseyde: 

 

. . . “Now wol ye wel bigynne. 

Now doth hym sitte, goode nece deere, 

Upon youre beddes syde al ther withinne, 

That ech of yow the bet may other heere.” 

And with that word he drow hym to the feere, 

And took a light, and fond his contenaunce, 

As for to looke upon an old romaunce.  (Ⅲ: 974-80) (1) 

 

He takes a light and assumes an appearance(2) that he has begun to read an old romance.  

With the actual romance currently taking place in the boudoir, which is of more significance 

in the story than the old romance Pandarus reads, the narrator does not pay attention to 

Pandarus’ romance.  We have no way to identify what it was.  One clue is the fact that the 

genre “romance” denoted something written in a vernacular language derived from Latin in 

the context of medieval literature.  Another clue may be found in the beginning scene of 

Chaucer’s Book of the Duchess where the poet in insomnia tries to read to while away the 

sleepless night: 

 

  So whan I saw I might not slepe 

Til now late this other night, 

Upon my bed I sat upright 
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And bad oon reche me a book, 

A romaunce, and he it me tok 

To rede and drive the night away . . . . (45-49; italics are mine) 

 

Gillian Beer, who sees the history of romance as “a shift from form to quality,”(3) deduces 

from this citation one characteristic, among many others, of romance as a genre: one reads a 

romance “for entertainment and for escape from his grief.”(4)  We are quite sure that the 

romance which the sleepless poet of The Book of Duchess reads is Ovid’s Metamorphoses, 

for the poet later tells us the story of Queen Alcyone.  Whether it is in Latin or in translation, 

according to Beer, the foremost characteristic of the romance which the sleepless poet reads 

is that it is literature for pastime and diversion.  Beer’s formulation provides a fit context for 

the romance which Criseyde reads, the other one of the two romances which are mentioned 

in Troilus and Criseyde.  When Pandarus visits Criseyde in her house, he discovers her with 

her friends listening to a “mayden” reading a book: 

 

And fond two othere ladys sete and she, 

Withinne a paved parlour, and they thre 

Herden a mayden reden hem the geste 

Of the siege of Thebes, while hem leste. (Ⅱ: 81-84) 

 

Criseyde answers to Pandarus’ question “what seith it? . . . /Is it of love?”(Ⅱ: 96-97): “This 

romaunce is of Thebes that we rede”(Ⅱ: 100).  We will not be surprised even if we are told 

that Criseyde and the other ladies were reading the story of Thebes in order to entertain 

themselves, not for an educational objective. 

Returning to the “old romaunce” Pandarus reads, we are still at a loss to identify it, 

although we can draw a tentative conclusion that it will be something to divert and entertain 

him.  But another question arises which needs to be answerd before we investigate the 

identity of Psndarus’ “old romaunce” further: was he really reading an old romaunce?  We 

suspect that he may have been observing how Troilus and Criseyde make love successfully.  

The fact that he hastened toward Criseyde when she swooned being shocked by the false 

accusation of infidelity does not necessarily imply that he had been always attentive to every 
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word and behavior of the lovers.  He disappears quietly from the boudoir scene after taking 

away a light to the fireplace, saying that “Light is nought good for sike folkes yën!” (Ⅲ: 

1137)  We do not know whether he remained at the same position in the same room , or 

went out of the room, quitting being a voyeur. 

Our intention to engage in the issue of the old romance Pandarus was reading is not to 

dive into a minute point of realism.  The point we try to make is that he creates the love 

romance of Troilus and Criseyde and is observing it when his creation begins to move by 

themselves.  It will not be far-fetched to say that the old romance Pandarus pretends to read 

is metaphorically identical with the actual romance of Troilus and Criseyde.  We can make 

our observation more convincing by putting one of Pandarus’ elaborate lies to scrutiny. 

Troilus’ love-sickness is told twice, first by Troilus himself for Pandarus in Book I and 

next by Pandarus for Criseyde in BookⅡ.  We readers know at the beginning of the story 

how Troilus was smitten by an arrow of God of Love and how he has become a vassal to 

God of Love.  Therefore the poet’s intention to tell us how Pandarus discovers Troilus in a 

lethargy (I: 730) is not to inform us that Troilus is in love but to describe his love melancholy.  

In BookⅡ, it is not the poet’s intention either, to make us believe Pandarus’ fiction of a 

garden scene, cancelling the former account in BookⅠabout how Pandarus found Troilus in 

love-sickness.  Then, why does Pandarus have to make a fictitious account of Troilus’ 

love-complaint in a garden?  Pandarus tells Criseyde: 

 

. . . “By my trouthe, I shal yow telle. 

This other day, naught gon ful longe while, 

In-with the paleis gardyn, by a welle, 

Gan he and I wel half a day to dwelle, 

Right for to speken of an ordinaunce, 

How we the Grekes myghten disavaunce. 

 

“Soon after that bigonne we to lepe, 

And casten with oure dartes to and fro, 

Tyl at the laste he seyde he wolde slepe, 

And on the gres adoun he leyde hym tho; 
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And I afer gan romen to and fro, 

Til that I herde, as that I welk alone, 

How he bigan ful wofully to grone. (Ⅱ: 506-518) 

 

John Fleming credits Pardarus “with plausible motivations or at least extenuations in the 

psychology and the sociology of the literary moment,” in spite of his being “a cheerfully 

gratuitous liar time and again in the poem.”(5)  One motivation for Pandarus to make a lie is 

to make a favorable image of Troilus as a lover endowed with eloquence, answering 

Criseyde’s question—“Kan he wel speke of love?” (Ⅱ: 503).  The other motivation is to try 

to satisfy Criseyde’s “well-attested female weakness for softheaded romantic fiction,” 

remembering her reading a romance of Thebes when he visited her in her house. 

Our findings of the psychological motivations of Pandarus do not contradict our 

hypothesis that the love of Troilus and Criseyde constitutes a world of romance, which has a 

reflexive relation with the old romance Pandarus reads in the boudoir scene.  Their love is 

created and read by Pandarus as a romance.  Then, it is no wonder that Pandarus made up a 

garden scene in order to conjure up a romance world with thick allusiveness to Roman de la 

rose or other dream allegories.  It was not a mere accident that Troilus and Pandarus were in 

a garden by a well just like a Lover in Roman de la rose, leaping, casting darts, and sleeping 

on the grass.  These are specifically romantic elements.  The figure of Troilus is distanced 

from the horizon of the historical present of the narrative, to become a courtly lover far 

distant in time and place. 

Whether the figure of Troilus complaining of love in a garden is true or fictitious, it is 

certain that the romance world of Troilus’ love is presented as something which happened in 

an ancient age before Christianity and also as something which is morally deficient from the 

Christian point of view.  The latter point will be our focus now.  The romance world is not 

imbued with nostalgia as in Keats’ “Ode to a Nightingale” but depicted as the world where 

love is without a definite vector which might lead love toward the participation in a higher 

order.  It is V. A. Kolve’s reading of “The Knight’s Tale” to see the futility of paganism in 

the iconographic images of garden/prison, “in which men ‘romen to and fro’ without 

direction or clear purpose: pilgrims journeying toward no shrine.”(6)  Kolve’s concept of 

“narrative images,” which are “integral to the action that encloses them, in fiction that is itself 
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neither symbolic nor allegorical in nature,”(7) brings him to observe that the juxtaposition of 

garden and prison in the opening scene of “The Knight’s Tale” is in their turn contained in 

the larger prison―the pagan world itself. Palamon as a prisoner of Theseus is smitten with 

love: 

 

Ther as this fresshe Emelye the shene 

Was in hire walk, and romed up and doun. 

This sorweful prisoner, this Palamoun, 

Goth in the chambre romynge to and fro 

And to hymself compleynynge of his wo. 

. . . . . . . . 

He cast his eye upon Emelya, 

And therwithal he bleynte and cride, “A!” (1068-72 and 1077-8) 

 

At the next moment Arcite sees Emelye: 

 

And with that word Arcite gan espye 

Wher as this lady romed to and fro, 

And with that sighte hir beautee hurte hym so, 

That, if that Palamon was wounded sore, 

Arcite is hurt as muche as he, or moore. (1112-16) 

 

The rivalry of Palamon and Arcite is resolved by the marriage of Palamon and Emelye when 

Arcite died from an accident which canceled his victory in the combat in the amphitheater.  

Theseus’ concluding speech, praising the physical order of universe, seems to shape the 

disorder of human experience into order, but it does not give any philosophical resolution to 

the poem.  The phrase which are repeated several times in “The Knight’s Tale”―“romen to 

and fro”―gains a peculiar resonance with Kolve’s iconographic interpretation of the pagan 

world as a prison.  Palamon was roaming in his prison (Ⅰ. 1071) and Emelye was roaming 

in the garden (Ⅱ. 1069 and 1113), as cited above.  They are destined to roam in this world 

even after the seemingly resolute moment of marriage, because their pagan world is not 
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framed in the ordained design. 

Kolve’s exposition of paganism in “The Knight’s Tale” reveals a larger significance of 

the tale as the first tale of The Canterbury Tales.  Although the jolly tales of The Canterbury 

Tales sometimes divert us from the rigid Christian framework embedded in it, the narrative 

of The Canterbury Tales directs us insistently toward the terminus of the pilgrimage―the 

shrine of Canterbury as a metaphorical expression of the revealed grace.  The discernible 

emphasis of the malign influence of the planets in “The Knight’s Tale” bespeaks the poet’s 

intention to figure out paganism from the Christian perspective, foregrounding the limitations 

of paganism, if not with harsh moral judgement, with a definite sense of the moral superiority 

of Christianity.  This is also the case with Troilus and Criseyde.  The poet’s pretension that 

he is only a translator of the imaginary author “Lollius” is, on one hand, one kind of modesty 

topos, just as his another self-stylized figure in The Canterbury Tales humbles his own “Tale 

of Sir Thopas”; it is, on the other hand, to make it certain that “he writes about ancient love in 

an ancient world,”(8) which is totally different from the Christian world both in language and 

amatory custom (Ⅱ: 22-28).  John Fleming says: 

 

The differences between pagan and Christian are matters of central poetic meaning 

rather than of subordinate and accidental historical fact.  It is my own view that what is 

usually called the pagan “background” in the Troilus would be better called the 

foreground.(9) 

 

Fleming formulates his discovery of “poetic confrontation of pagan past and Christian 

present” in terms of “a distinctively Judeo-Christian idea, the idea of idolatry.”(10)  Adam in 

Milton’s Paradise Lost undergoes a dangerous idolatrous moment when he follows Eve’s 

suggestion to eat an apple in violation of God’s commandment.  To love a woman more 

than God makes our love idolatrous.  It is one form of cupidity, moreover, which gets a 

strict prohibition in St.Paul’s Epistle to the Romans and which St. Augustine contrasts with 

“charity” in De doctrine Christina. The two opposing kinds of love―caritas and cupiditas―

are located at the two extreme ends of the cosmic chain, one drawing a man upward toward 

heaven and the other dragging a man downward.(11)  The metaphorical formulation of a 

man’s inner world, thus, renders these two kinds of love as opposing movements contending 
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for a man’s spirit, although a man is likely to be deceived by the false upward movement of 

idolatry, which, in reality, does not take him anywhere. 

This is what happens to Troilus when he apotheosizes love: 

 

. . . “O Love, O Charite! 

Thi moder eke, Citheria the swete, 

After thiself next heried be she— 

Venus mene I, the wel-willy planete!— 

And next that, Imeneus, I the grete, 

For nevere man was to yow goddes holde 

As I, which ye han brought fro cares colde. 

 

“Benign Love, thow holy bond of thynges, 

Whoso wol grace and list the nought honouren, 

Lo, his desir wol fle withouten wynges . . . . (Ⅲ: 1254-63) 

 

Troilus, equating the sexual satisfaction with the “hevene blisse”(Ⅲ:1322), mistakenly 

believes that with the wings of Cupid he can “fle withouten wynges,” while in actuality he is 

drawn downward farther away from caritas.  The confused co-existence of several kinds of 

love reflects Troilus’ confused mind without his noticing it; “Love” is Cupid; “Charite” is the 

Christian virtuous love; “Citheria,” the mother of Cupid, occupies the next position after her 

son; he invokes Hymen in spite of his apparent indifference to the marriage issue; the 

adjective “benign” is unusual with Cupid; Cupid as the “holy bond of thynges” is out of the 

question, and so on.(12)  Troilus’s confusion and misunderstanding in love fails to elevate his 

love for Criseyde to a higher plane to identify it with caritas.  His address to “Love” 

wanders without a definite direction, neither to Cupid nor to Christian love, wasting words 

and delaying the moment to enjoy the first sexual encounter with Criseyde. 

Kolve’s observation of “The Knight’s Tale” hinges on the phrase “romen to and fro” as 

the movement peculiar to the pagan characters.  We have seen Pandarus “romen to and fro” 

in the garden where he claims he overheard Troilus’ complaining of love (Ⅲ: 516).  Troilus 

does not “roam” in the literal sense in the crumpled corner of Pandarus’ house waiting for 
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Pandarus’ cue to come out, but he does “roam” in a metaphorical sense in that small space 

and then in the bedroom of Criseyde, ever delaying the moment of love’s consummation 

with his wasteful and aimless flow of words.  Taylor notices several moments of Troilus’ 

“retarding waste of words” before and after his consummation of love with Criseyde.(13)  

Even before the dilatory apotheosis to Cupid in the middle of kissing Criseyde, as cited 

above, Troilus in the crumpled space addresses to the pagan gods one after another, to Venus, 

Jupiter, Mars, Phoebes, Mercury, and Diana. Taylor says: 

 

This is tragicomic waste, if only because it retards a urgent move to Criseyde’s bed.  

More tellingly, it brings to his anticipation of felicity of love detrimental and negative 

cosmic associations.(14) 

 

Troilus’ invocation of the gods does not help him at all, given the episodes of those gods’ 

amorous misfortunes. 

Pandarus finally brought Troilus to Criseyde’s room by the trap door.  Pandarus, who 

began to be more inclined toward love as a game of amorous pursuit than toward the actual 

fruition itself,(15) invents a story of Criseyde’s infidelity that she loves someone else called 

“Horaste” (Ⅲ: 797).  The words exchanged between them concerning this lie, including the 

description of Criseyde’s swooning, occupies about four hundred lines, until Troilus was 

finally allowed to embrace Criseyde at the line 1184.  They begin to enjoy each other: “As 

aboute a tree, with many a twiste,/Bytrent and writh the swote wodebynde,/Gan ech of hem 

in armes other wynde”(Ⅲ: 1230-3).  Then, Troilus gives vent to his excessive joy in the 

above-cited apotheosis of Love—“O Love, O Charite!” 

Charles Muscatine, who sees Chaucer’s poetry as the continuation of the courtly 

tradition of French medieval literature, analyzes the characterization of Troilus as the one 

“conceived and constructed almost exclusively according to the stylistic conventions of the 

courtly tradition” and “described in conventional, hyperbolical terms.”(16)  Winthrop 

Wetherbee observes Troilus in the same way: “Troilus’s experience is determined by his 

innocent responsiveness to a preconceived pattern of conventional behavior.”(17)  We do not 

have an evidence that the episode of jealousy, which is Chaucer’s addition to Boccaccio’s 

Filostrato, was made as a way of getting closer to Roman de la rose, providing one integral 
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allegorical figure for a courtly romance―“Jealousy”―which is missing in Boccaccio.  But 

it is true that this episode contributes to the semantic flow in the bedroom scene.  Troilus’ 

courtly language, which “fails to speak for the specifity of his own love,”(18) retards and 

interrupts his full participation in its desert. 

Fleming’s remark concerning Troilus’ “sexual foreplay” (Ⅲ: 1247-51) is interesting in 

this context: 

 

We are so used to extended and explicit descriptions of physical lovemaking that we 

may forget just how unusual they are in the literature of earlier centuries.  In 

premodern Europe such passages appear to have been implicitly reserved for the genre 

of comedy.(19) 

 

It would be difficult for modern readers to recognize the scene of sexual foreplay as an irony 

of the author who explicitly claims that his poem is a tragedy.  The sexual foreplay delays 

the moment of the ecstasy, as well as the excessive flow of words do.  The lovers are, as 

readers easily notice, hesitant and shy, compared with, say, Lancelot and Guinevere or 

Tristan and Iseult in their consummation scenes, to say nothing of modern lovers who lack 

bashfulness about sex.  

 

* 

 

We have begun our discussion by observing how Pandarus pretends to read “an old 

romaunce” when Troilus and Criseyde begin to talk about their love and then begin to make 

love.  Whether or not Pandarus was observing their amorous scene all the while, it is 

interesting to identify, as we did, our point of view with that of Pandarus, and to see the love 

of Troilus and Criseyde as “an old romaunce” which Pandarus reads, with his attention 

drawn sometimes to the actual amorous scene and sometimes to his amorous book.  The 

love of Troilus and Criseyde does not follow a straight way but deviates along with the 

endless flow of Troilus’ courlty language, and also their hesitancy and “sexual foreplay.”  

They “romen to and fro” because their love does not participate in the eternal framework of 

Christianity.  Idolatry, the pagan love as opposed to the charitable love of Christianity, does 
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not give their love a definite direction.  Their “romen to and fro” is the hallmark which 

makes their love story “an old romaunce,” in Beer’s definition, because its deviation is long 

enough to give us a pastime and diversion. 

Let us distance our point of view to identify it with that of the poet.(20)  Pandarus 

reading a book is placed far off together with Troilus and Criseyde making love.  Let us 

remember Pandarus’ “romen to and fro” in the garden: “And I afer gan romen to and fro” (II: 

515-6).  It is not only Troilus and Criseyde but also Pandarus who wanders.  Pandarus is 

also a constituent of the world of “old romaunce,” with a pun of “romen” and “roman”(21) as 

the pivot to connect the figure of Pandarus roaming in the garden and the old romance 

Pandarus reads in Criseyde’s boudoir.  Troilus, Criseyde, and Pandarus are all the stuff 

which makes an old romance, where people did not know the true virtuous love but were 

losing their way misdirected by the false pagan love.  Pandarus, together with Troilus and 

Criseyde, is Chaucer’s target of ridicule, which becomes retrospectively obvious in the last 

eighteen stanzas. 

For the readers who have perceived the idolatrous nature of the love of Troilus and 

Criseyde and the poet’s implicit and explicit ironical attitude toward it, the retraction at the 

end of the poem would not come as a surprise.  The poet unmasks his identity as a Christian 

and discloses his feeling of contempt:  

 

Lo here, of paynes corsed olde rites! 

Lo here, what alle hire goddes may availle! 

Lo here, thise wrecched worldes appetites! 

Lo here, the fyn and guerdoun for travaille 

Of Jove, Appollo, of Mars, of swich rascaille! 

Lo here, the forme of olde clerkis speche 

In poetrie, if ye hire bokes seche. (V: 1849-55) 

 

He despises the pagans’ cursed old rites which are controlled by capricious and malign gods.  

The moral which the poet conveys to the readers in this epilogue of Troilus and Criseyde is 

clear: we should shun the blind lust which may not last and cast all our heart on the heaven.  

It is the moral which Troilus knew at the cost of his life as he climbed upward to his assigned 
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place in the heaven.  For Donaldson, however, the poem’s significance does not lie in the 

moral: “this passage was tacked on to the poem after the poet had really finished his work, so 

that it is critically if not physically detachable from what has gone before.”(22)  The two lines 

in the epilogue—“And thus bigan his lovyng of Criseyde,/As I have told, and in this wise he 

deyde” (V: 1833-4)―are, from Donaldson’s perspective, filled with the poet’s “sweetness of 

tone” and his “deep sadness for a doomed potential.”(23)  The complete overthrow of the 

meaning―from the praise of sexual love to the condemnation of it―is, in fact, not easy to 

understand for the modern readers, who are not accustomed to didacticism in literature.  D. 

W. Robertson’s efforts to reconstruct the horizon of expectation of the medieval readers bring 

to light the interpretation opposite to that of Donaldson’s: “The laughter [that of Chaucer’s in 

the epoilgue] is the ironic laughter with which Chaucer depicts Troilus’ “wo” from the 

beginning, a laughter which he, and Troilus from his celestial vantage point, would bestow 

on all those who take a sentimental attitude toward such love as that between Troilus and 

Criseyde.”(24)  Putting Troilus and Criseyde in the context of other erotic literature like 

Ovid’s Ars Amatoria, Andreas Capellanus’ De Amore, Chretien de Troye’s Lancelot, and 

Tristan et Iseut, Robertson concludes that Chaucer had “far more interest in an analysis of the 

vagaries of cupidinous love than in the idealization of courteous love.”(25)  Considering St. 

Augustine’s doctrine of caritas and cupiditas, or St.Paul’s Epistles to the Romans in the New 

Testament, where to love creatures more than the Creator is condemned together with any 

sexual disorder, we can safely surmise that Chaucer’s intention would have been to 

foreground Troilus’ foolishness and to emphasize what result it would bring to us if we 

submit our reason to sensuality.  The epilogue of Troilus and Criseyde, as Robertson says, 

would have been “a part of the normal expectation of the medieval reader.”(26) 

His rigid Christian moral point of view, however, is undermined and held in suspension 

when we find fractures of meaning in Chaucer’s language.  The focus of the last part of this 

essay is to see how Chaucer’s assumed position as a superior Christian to present the old 

romance world of Troilus and Criseyde is deconstructed by his semantic and ideological 

ambiguity, to blur the distinction between Troilus and Criseyde as an exemplary narrative 

from the Christian point of view and the “antique book” Chaucer pretends to translate in 

order to show how foolish is the pagan love.  Let us see the way Chaucer’s language spells 

confusion in its attempt to construct certainty of meaning and undermines in anticipation his 
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rigid ideological and religious point of view of the epilogue.  He invokes Venus at the 

beginning of BookⅢ: 

 

   O blisful light of which the bemes clere 

Adorneth al the thridde heven faire! 

O sonnes lief, O Joves doughter deere, 

Plesance of love, O goodly debonaire, 

In gentl hertes any redy to repaire! 

O veray cause of heele and of gladnesse, 

Iheryed be thy myght and thi goodnesse! 

 

In hevene and helle, in erthe and salte see 

Is felt thi myght, if that I wel descerne, 

As man, brid, best, fissh, herbe, and grene tree 

Thee fele in tymes with vapour eterne. 

God loveth, and to love wol nought werne, 

And in this world no lyves creature 

Withouten love is worth, or may endure.  (Ⅲ: 1-14) 

 

It is not unlikely, of course, that the invocation to Venus is the poet’s deliberate parody of 

Troilus’ invocation to Cupid in the boudoir scene, and that the poet has been ironical even 

when he seemed to be engaged in the description of the love of Troilus and Criseyde with 

seeming sympathy.  Venus invoked here looks like the celestial Venus who appears in 

Alanus de Insulis’ De Planctua Naturae as Nature’s deputy in creating an endless line of the 

human race.(27)  We have seen Troilus’ confusion of love in his address “O Love, O 

Charite!” We cannot deny the possibility that Venus mentioned in Troilus’ invocation was the 

celestial Venus, considering the designation of Cupid as the “holy bond of thynges” (Ⅲ: 

1261).  This consideration, nevertheless, does not solve our problem, for Troilus is not 

concerned with marriage and procreation.  Therefore, to invoke Cupid as the son of the 

celestial Venus, both of whom labor at the formation of creatures, is another symptom of 

Troilus’ confusion of love, if this is what is in his mind in his invocation.  If Cupid as the 
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mischievous amorous god was invoked by Troilus, the poet’s invocation to the celestial 

Venus does not have a parodical effect, but it has its own existence irrespective of Troilus’ 

invocation or it has a function to correct Troilus’ invocation from a higher plane, although it 

is corrected again at the end of the poem by the much higher plane of Christianity. 

Whether or not related to Troilus’ invocation to Cupid, the poet’s invocation to the 

celestial Venus reveals its own ambiguity.  Considering Troilus’, Pandarus’ and the poet’s 

evasive attitude toward marriage throughout the poem, we wonder what is the function of the 

invocation to the celestial Venus.  They are not concerned with marriage.  If we think that 

it foreshadows Troilus’ address to Cupid, Venus here at the proem to BookⅢ begins to look 

like the earthly Venus, the amorous goddess and the mother of the amorous god Cupid.  It is 

difficult to construct the precise meaning of this invocation in either way, impeded by its 

rhetorical and functional ambiguity.  The meaning is fractured, consciously or 

unconsciously.  The meaning of love slides from caritas to cupiditas and then vice versa, 

and from parodical to straightforward and then vice versa.  

The poet confuses the epistemology of love, just like Troilus does.  Their voices are 

almost indistinguishable.  Coming across the poet’s invocation to Venus at the beginning of 

BookⅢ, then Troilus’ invocation to Cupid at the line 1254, and then “Canticus Troili” at the 

line 1744, we find their voices are similar―“In hevene and helle, in erthe and salte see/Is felt 

thi myght, if that I wel descerne” (Ⅲ: 8-9), “Benigne Love, thow holy bond of thynges” (Ⅲ: 

1261), and “Love, that of erthe and se hath governaunce” (Ⅲ: 1744).  The voices of the 

poet and Troilus interpenetrate into each other and construe the polysemy of Chaucer’s 

language.   

The didacticism in the epilogue shows that Troilus and Criseyde tries to be a 

commentary on courtly literature from the Christian perspective, just as Jean de Meun’s 

Roman de la rose functions as a commentary on Guillaume de Lorris’ Roman de la rose by 

introducing a Boethian perspective of the contest between Love and Reason as a way of “the 

Christian corrective to Ovidian erotic doctrine.”(28)  Ambiguity of Chaucer’s language, 

however , prevents Troilus and Criseyde from settling as a commentary on courtly literature.  

We have seen that the “old romaunce” which Pandarus pretends to read in the boudoir scene 

is the romance of Troilus and Criseyde.  We have also seen that Pandarus as the creator of 

their love, in his turn, is incorporated into the old romance which Chaucer creates.  When 
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Chaucer takes a distanced position by revealing himself as a Christian poet and thus 

declaring his higher point of view than that of the characters he created, the old romance 

becomes a new tragedy (“litel myn tragedye”[V: 1786]), only to become an old romance 

again, the poet’s ambiguous language deconstructing what he tries to construct and the voices 

of the poet and Troilus merging together, to make their otherwise totally different position―

the Christian and the pagan—indistinguishable and to put the poet’s Christian point of view 

in suspense. 

“An old romaunce” extends itself, thus, in a tripartite structure―the romance of Troilus 

and Criseyde Pandarus creates is created by the poet as an old romance from the Christian 

point of view, which, in its turn, creates itself as an old romance.  The idolatrus love which 

Chaucer tries to condemn is so enthusiastically described as to blur the distinction between 

Troilus’ voice and Chaucer’s voice.  We have seen the way the poet’s invocation to Venus is 

ambiguous enough to allow us to disclose its multiple meanings.  The poet is ambiguous 

from the beginning.  He expresses regret over Troilus’ falling in love and tries to make an 

example of him for the readers: 

 

Forthy ensample taketh of this man, 

Ye wise, proude, and worthi folkes alle, 

To scornen Love, which that so soone kan 

The fredom of youre hertes to hym thralle; 

For evere it was, and evere it shal byfalle, 

That Love is he that alle thing may bynde, 

For may no man fordon the lawe of kynde. (Ⅰ: 232-38) 

 

The poet’s apparent didactic comment changes at the last sentence into the general 

observation that no man can avoid the law of nature.  The poet continues his statement 

about our universal liability to love in the next stanza: “strengest folk ben therwith 

overcome,/The worthiest and grettest of degree:/This was, and is, and yet men shall it see” 

(Ⅰ: 243-45). He develops his argument a step further by enumerating love’s good effects in 

the next stanza: 
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And threwelich it sit wel to be so, 

For alderwisest han therwith ben plesed; 

And they that han ben aldermost in wo, 

With love han ben comforted moost and esed; 

And ofte it hath the cruel herte apesed, 

And worthi folk maad worthier of name, 

And causeth moost to dreden vice and shame. (Ⅰ: 246-52) 

 

The wisest people have been pleased by love, the people who were in deep woe have been 

comforted by love, the cruelest people have been appeased, and the worthiest people have 

become more worthy because of love.  Is he praising love at the beginning of the poem only 

to cancel it at the end of the poem?  If the poet’s intention lies in the exemplary effect of his 

narrative to show how foolish Troilus is, his way of carrying out his intention is too subtle for 

the readers to notice it clearly.  Or, was it clear for the medieval readers who are so familiar 

with the doctrine of caritas and cupiditas that whenever the discourse of sexual love 

appeared they immediately noticed its aim is caricature rather than praise of human love? 

    The poet intrudes into the blissful moment of Troilus and Criseyde in BookⅢand 

praises love again as if he could not suppress his joyfulness over the fruition of their love: 

 

Lord, trowe ye a coveytous or a wrecche, 

That blameth love and halt of it despit, 

That of tho pens that he kan mokre and kecche 

Was evere yit yyeven hym swich delit 

As is in love, in o poynt, in som plit? 

Nay, douteles, for also God me save, 

So perfit joie may no nygard have. (Ⅲ: 1373-79) 

 

This praise of love proves to be ironical, however, because the moment the poet intruded was 

just after Criseyde gave Troilus a brooch which he later finds on the collar of Diomede’s 

tunic to be informed of Criseyde’s infidelity, although we are not sure if the poet intended to 

foreground the change of Troilus’ fortune from the most blissful moment to the most woeful 
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moment, with the brooch as the crucial metaphor. 

    The poet gives an encomium to love, again, after Troilus sang a song in praise of love in 

“Canticus Troili.”  He says that love has increased Troilus’s power: “this encrees of 

hardynesse and myght/Com hym of love, his ladies thank to wynne,/That altered his spirit so 

withinne”(Ⅲ: 1776-78).  The poet says that Love had a good effect in him to make him 

avoid “Pride, Envye, Ire, and Avarice” (Ⅲ: 1805) 

    After many addresses, both the poet’s and Troilus’, to Love in BookⅢ, the poet makes 

his adieu to Love and Muses: 

 

Thorugh yow have I seyd fully in my song 

Th’effect and joie of Troilus servise, 

Al be that ther was som disese among, 

As to myn auctour listeth to devise. 

My thridde bok now ende ich in this wyse, 

And Troilus in lust and in quiete 

Is with Criseyde, his owene herte swete. (Ⅲ: 1814-20) 

 

He declares good-bye to Venus and Cupid, and the nine Muses who helped him so far to 

compose his poem and “my song” to describe “Th’effect and joie of Troilus servise” with 

“som disese” mixed in it.  Only when he makes a conscious effort to differentiate himself 

from his “auctour” which he pretends to be translating, his Christian point of view is 

introduced to see Troilus’ love as a “disese.” This last stanza of BookⅢseems to say that the 

seeming encomium to Love in BookⅢ comes from his consciousness of his poem as an 

artificial construct, not from his whole-hearted involvement in the encomium he made.  It 

seems that he is saying that he pretended to be concerned with the matter of Venus and Cupid 

just for fun. 

    He is involved enough, however, in the love he presents to call the song of Troilus “my 

song”(Ⅲ: 1814).  Even his departure from Venus and Cupid at the end of bookⅢ does not 

make him a cynical poet who despises the pagan love of Troilus and Criseyde.  Criseyde’s 

leaving Troy, Troilus’ sorrowfulness, his waiting for Criseyde to come back only in vain, 

Troilus’ wandering around the gate looking for Criseyde in vain, his visit of and address to 
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her desolate house, the exchange of letters between them―all these are described too 

enthusiastically to allow us to believe that Chaucer himself found them as the despicable 

aftermath of their despicable pagan love.  The poet’s apology for Criseyde after she proved 

to be false to Troilus―“Ther made nerere womann moore wo/Than she, whan that she falsed 

Troilus”(Ⅴ: 1052-53)―is too sympathetically made to present Criseyde as an allegory of 

false and sensual love which a man should eschew. 

    It is an old way of expressing our dissatisfaction with the epilogue to say that it is not 

powerful enough to put the whole poem upside down, or that it is only a tailpiece, as 

Donaldson says.  I agree that the poet’s didactic import has been present in the poem from 

the beginning, as Robertson says, which is exemplified by the twice-repeated description of 

Troilus’ “lethargy” in bookⅠ when Pandarus found him in his bed and in BookⅢwhen 

Pandarus found him in the garden.(29)  The didactic reading of the poem, however, is easily 

annulled by the aesthetic reading of the poem to make a circularity of the process between 

these two kinds of reading. 

    Our observation how the poet’s rhetorical ambiguity gives rise to his ideological 

ambiguity is entangled with our experience as readers, which invokes another issue of 

literary reception, which is necessarily conditioned by the historically particular moment.  It 

is one of most difficult parts of criticism to chart the human imagination by way of its 

responses to literature.  Robertson’s reconstruction of the medieval reading of Troilus and 

Criseyde is important in this respect.  Lee Patterson reconstructs, too, the context to read 

Troilus and Criseyde, but his intention is not try to recover the general medieval context to 

read it, but to recover “one medieval experience of reading” of it by reading Disce Mori, 

which refers to Troilus and Criseyde in the context of the opposition of amor and amicitia.(30)  

Patterson deconstructs New Historicists’ ideological orientation, which is subsumed under 

their deconstruction of the historically real which determines a literary production.  He 

interrogates: “At heart, in other words, the question was—and remains―whether analysis is 

possible without an explicit commitment to a specific philosophy of history, a specific 

definition of the real.(31)  His deconstruction of New Historicism, which deconstructed 

Historicism, goes to suggest continuous negotiation with the past: “In attempting to 

understand the past, we inevitably enter into elaborate and endless negotiations, struggles 

between desire and knowledge that can never be granted closure.”(32)   
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    Our negotiation with the past produced readings of Troilus and Criseyde both as an 

exemplary narrative and as a whole-hearted praise of love, and as a variety of readings 

between these two extremes.  Our reading of Troilus and Criseyde in the context of those 

critics who interpret didacticism at the epilogue as a mere tag will make another example of 

individual literary reception, just as Disce Mori’s reading of Troilus and Criseyde shows one 

individual moment of literary reception of the fifteenth century.  While we must be alert to 

the danger of total subjectivism in literary criticism, we notice that the ambiguity which 

Chaucet’s language seems to disclose may be disclosed only by the modern readers, for 

whom the medieval concept of sexual love is not idolatrous any more, after experiencing the 

literature’s much adoration of idolatrous passion without a connotation of blasphemy.  We 

have lost the context in which we should read Troilus and Criseyde as a treatise on caritas 

and cupiditas. 

    The old romance Pandarus reads in BookⅢ emphasizes the implication that the love of 

Troilus and Criseyde makes an old romance, which includes Pandarus himself 

retrospectively with his “roman to and fro” in BookⅡ as a meaningful pun to relate his 

roaming and the romance he reads.  The poet tries to dissociate himself from the pagan 

world where people wander aimlessly without a providential framework of Christianity, only 

to be included again into the world of the old romance he created, with his rhetorical and 

ideological ambiguity which does not allow his aloof-ness from his own poem.  While we 

are cautious enough not to present our discovery of Chaucer’s rhetorical ambiguity as 

something inherent in his poem and in his intention, we admit that our romantic sentiment is 

likely to see the whole poem as a romance, where Chaucer’s didactic intention and the old 

romance of the old author merge together.  The whole poem roams and wanders, aimlessly 

delaying the moment of ending, just as Troilus delays the moment of sexual consummation 

through his courtly language and his sexual foreplay.  Why did Chaucer have to write the 

long poem of love, only to cancel it at the end, if he did not intend to praise sexual love, not 

only to warn us of its foolishness?  Troilus and Criseyde fails to be a commentary on 

courtly erotic literature, while the supposed medieval context to read it encourages us to be 

orientated toward didactic reading.  Some five hundred years that lie between Chaucer and 

us necessitates us to negotiate with the past.  The negotiation needs to be repeated 

continuously, ever demanding us to read it anew, both didactically and aesthetically. 
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